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                       NEPGP SUMMER NEWSLETTER
                                                     

    Spring Fling 2017    

NEPGP would like to thank everyone who attended Spring Fling 
2017 at Foxwoods Resort this past May. We had a wonderful time 
learning and networking. It was great to meet old members, new 
members and future members. NEPGP would like to give a big 
thank  you  to  Jodi  Murphy  for  a  wonderful  and  informative 
seminar. Jodi gave us two days of demo dogs, scissor and thinner 
techniques, table training, and so much more. We all had a blast 
with our break out dinner where attendees had the opportunity to 
talk with Jodi on competition grooming and NEPGP members on 
other  grooming 
information.  Stay 
tune  for  more 
information  and 
ho ld  the  date 
Spring  Fling  2018 
on May 6 & 7th at 
Foxwoods  Casino 
and Resort. 

  “Becoming just 1 percent better, consistently, goes a long way  
                                                                                         -Jennifer East -NEPGP Member
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NEPGP UPDATES
✦ Members  have  full  access  to  NEPGP  members  only 

Facebook  page  included  with  your  membership.  In  this 
private group NEPGP will share events, updates and news. 
For  you,  its  a  place  to  network,  meet  members,  share 
information and ask us a question. Let us all keep in touch!

✦ NEPGP has launched our new website. On our website you 
can renew your membership, sign up for Spring Fling or any 
upcoming workshops and find general information. Visit us 
at www.nepgp.com 

✦ Membership must be renewed by January 1st of each year.  
Renewals are $40.00 before March 1st. After March 1st it is 
$45.00. New membership & memberships that have lapsed 
for a year are $50.00

✦ Annual Member’s Breakfast Meeting will be held at the 
New  England  Grooming  Show,  Sturbridge  Host  Hotel, 
October 15th 2017 at 8am. 

*Memberships must be renewed at least one month before 
receiving any seminar discounts*

For general information and questions contact us at 
nepgp@yahoo.com 

http://www.nepgp.com
mailto:nepgp@yahoo.com
http://www.nepgp.com
mailto:nepgp@yahoo.com
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                                                                               Meet A Member  

Jennifer East can often be found at the local seminars including in the competition ring.  Jenn open her shop, Classic Dog Grooming, in 
November 2013. Located in Niantic Connecticut, her shop has three groomers 
including herself, four bathers /assistants and one Quality Control Manager who 
happens to be Jenns’ adorable six year old daughter. Lets get to know Jenn. 
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NEPGP: How long have you been grooming?  What drew you to the industry?
Jenn: I’ve been grooming for over ten years. Ironically, it was a bad grooming job on 
my dog that put me on the path to grooming! I searched online for "how to groom 
your dog" and found a school. Who'd have thought that a negative experience could 
be so positive!

NEPGP: As a shop owner, can you share a tip for groomers thinking about or just starting the 
process of opening their own shop?
Jenn: Plan everything, and do it right the first time. Your business plan should 
include not just opening a shop, but maintaining and profiting. Also, treat yourself 
and your clients as if you're a major business. Don't sell yourself short, and NEVER 
work on your days off !
 
NEPGP:What do you do to keep up with the current trends in the industry and how do you developed your professional growth? 
Jenn: I attend every conference I can, 3 or 4 a year. I also take classes both above and below my skill level, as well as small group sessions 
that are within driving range for me. You can learn a lot by watching a master 
groom. I am also heavily involved in social media groups and watch videos almost 
daily. Becoming just 1 percent better, consistently, goes a long way.  Competing in 
grooming competitions has also helped me a lot!
 
NEPGP: The grooming industry has a vast array of tools and products with more and more 
being introduced it seems, almost every day.  What is a new product/tool that you are excited 
about?
Jenn: I recently bought a new table from Shoreline, and I don't know how I 
groomed without it! My new Utsumi combs are fabulous, and I rely on my cordless 
Bravura more than I should. What I am REALLY excited about is the recent 
increase in dematting products. I'm always experimenting, but I keep finding 
myself reaching for the Artero dematting spray. It's saved more than a coat or two 
for me!
  
NEPGP: How long have you been a member of NEPGP and what have you gotten from 
being a member ?
Jenn: I’ve only been a member for a couple of years, but the experiences and 
support available has been awesome! Access to top quality courses and other 
tangible benefits are obvious, but there's a lot more. The NEPGP community has 
treated me like a respected professional, and offered both support and inspiration 
to help me advance as a groomer, business owner, and person. The value of being 
involved with others that want you to succeed is priceless!  

NEPGP: Groomers, especially business owners, have a way of loosing their identities to the industry. Beside your professional accomplishment, who is Jenn 
and what do you do when you are not grooming? 
Jenn: I have a young daughter and my husband works with me. We have 5 dogs (4 poodles), so much of my downtime is still spent talking 
about work or grooming. But that's not all I do! Game nights and building Lego sets with the family are great fun, and I get out to a 
concert or two a month with my friends. But grooming is not just a job: it's a passion and I enjoy it. It's my life.

GroomBox is offering a discount to NEPGP 
members. Each month you will receive a box 
of  grooming  supplies  and  tools  purchased 
from the  industries  top  manufactures  and 
suppliers. Sign up for and purchase a single 
box or receive monthly boxes for a year. As a 
NEPGP member you will receive $5.00 off 
each box. 

 Go to www.groomboxss.com & enter promo              
Members, Contact NEPGP for code

http://www.groomboxss.com
http://www.groomboxss.com
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                             Hollow Out Clip - Ellen Blodgett

We all have that client who wants their drop coat pups kept long, though 
they just can’t seem to keep them brushed between grooms. Many of 
these dogs growl, bite, or fuss so the owners often gives up on brushing 
before they ever finish the job. The result  4-6 weeks later “Fifi” is a 

mess and matted.  The client insist 
you keep their dog’s coat long and 
it gets to a point that when these 
dogs come into your shop they are 
conditioned to be upset. The dog 
anticipates the discomfort of 
dematting and associates it with 
their time with you. Most 
groomers first reaction is to 
accommodate the client and 
demat, or just shave the dog short. 
But why not attempt another 
grooming style which will 
eliminate the dematting process, a 
total shave down and keep the 
client happy. 

For dogs and owners with issues 
like this I give their dog what I 
call a Hollowed Out Clip. To the 
owner who looks at their dog from 
the top and sides, the coat still 
looks long (Fig. 1, 2)  But 
underneath the long coat the hair 
is clipped or shaved (Fig. 3). What 
we are doing is a comb over. 

You can do this clip using a #7, 5, 4 or 3 blade.  This is not a 
one clip fits all. Where you clip will be determined by the 
problem areas and length of hair of the dog your working on. 
Focus on the friction areas that have a tendency to mat and 
keep them shaved. The trick is to create the illusion that dog 
has a completely full coat. This particular dog hates her legs 
and belly touched and she always has mats on her collar line 
and behind her ears ( Fig.4 ). Her owners does not like long 
hair around her back end for sanitary reasons so we came up 
with this clip (Fig. 5 ).

The result of this hairstyle is a happier grooming experience 
for both the dog and the groomer as well as the owner getting 
the result that they wanted. The dog no longer gets upset and 
actually is happy again about her spa days. You can also 
change lengths as the seasons change. Each dog is different so 
you can decide by many factors the length that would be best 
for your client and their dog. I only use this groom for drop 
coated dogs.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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                                  Integrity, Kindness and Skill -Steve Ferraro

When I first became a member of NEGPG I was intrigued by the group’s slogan. Integrity, Kindness and Skill. Catchy yes, but what did 
it have to do with my membership and connection to the grooming industry. To be honest, once my dues were paid, friends were made I 
kind of put it in the back of my mind. Now having the honor to be on the group’s Board of Directors, these words have made their way 
back to me and I often think how they can be used to help and encourage our members. 

 I was told by a mentor that a good percent of being a successful groomer 
was not just your grooming skills but your customer service and personality. 
I have to admit I am a decent groomer who has pretty much mastered the 
vague puppy cut ( OK I add some asian fusion with a bit of bling to redirect 
my clients eyes).  My biggest skills seems to be being liked, trusted and 
clients respecting my knowledge and continuing education.  As a mobile 
groomer each time I walk up to a clients house I put on my game face. Any 
frustrations, dislike of client ( dog or person) and bad traffic is placed in a 
box once I’m with the client and entrusted with their dogs. During my 
appointment I exert a supplement to my business model. 

There are many different business models. It is key to your success and how 
to set out to achieve it. Hours of operations, size of your shop, mobile, 
brick and mortar, policy for your clients and price structures. These are 
your basic blocks. But todays clients are more likely to look beyond your 
business model and into you. 

Groomers are facing more problematic situations than in the past. Online 
reviews where a single misunderstanding or miscommunication leads to a 
very public negative remark, groomers names being thrown around social 
media, and an increase of news stories on grooming neglects which lead to 
veterinarian visits or death. These stories gets shared and reposted by the 
thousands. In short, groomers are being scrutinized more than ever. Not 
just on our grooms but on us as individuals. 

Practicing NEPGP’s slogan as a supplement to your business model can 
impact how clients scrutinize you. Integrity (having good moral principles, 
fairness, decency), should be something all of us live by the moment we place a 
client’s pet on our table. By focusing on integrity we alert ourselves to a 
more righteous conscience which has a way of exposing itself to those we interact with.  If you exert integrity, this will be the building 
block for customer trust and loyalty and can reduce and manipulate client’s level of scrutinizing. Kindness (considerate, friendly), is the 
action that helps in exposing your integrity.  Being friendly and considerate will go a long way. Can you create a personal connection 
while still maximizing profits? Sure could. We’re not talking about being a pushover, just finding that balance between your businesses 
model and integrity and kindness. With integrity and kindness we can prevent clients from feeling “stiffed” when they hand over their 
hard earned money and ease the pain for our clients when we enforce price increases. Skill (expertness, talent). I feel its important not 
only to attend many seminars and learn, but to also expose your continuing education to your clients. Throw it in during a general 
conversation with them, display certificates on your walls, talk about it on your Facebook page and website. Clients may feel less anxious 
if they know you are dedicated to improving your skills and ultimately your care for their pets. I frequently talk about the seminars I 
attend, and as mentioned above, clients respect me for my knowledge.  In short, it created a sense of trust towards me. 

I think of my clients as part of my business family. I keep it small, profitable, flexible and pleasurable for my clients both human and non 
human. I have a good solid business model that works well for me and my clients. But to keep it on course and understanding the impact 
a clients scrutiny can create, I hold these words close to heart, Integrity, Kindness and Skill. 
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                        October  12-15, 2017
                       Sturbridge Host Hotel
                             Sturbridge MA. 
 Attend seminars and continue your education. Learn 
new  techniques  and  so  much  more  taught  by  the 
industry’s  leaders.  Visit  the  vendors,  stock  up  on 
supplies and discover new and exciting tools and coat 
care products. Come, learn, network, shop and have 
fun! 

✦ 50% off seminars packages for NEPGP Members. 

✦ Raffles  each  day,  Friday-Sunday,  with  awesome 
baskets at the NEPGP booth.  

✦ Enjoy the crisp fall evening with NEPGP members 
at our bonfire meet up. 

✦ Visit the NEPGP booth and meet the board, give 
suggestions, make some new friends and spend time 
with old ones. You can also renew your membership 
and bring a friend to sign up as a new member. 


